Looking at stock market composition you will see investor which carry their positions for a long time, as well a bunch of investors that change their position many times within a day. The investor which negotiates using intraday strategy is well known as: noise traders (the day trader's). The ways their behavior is simulated into the economic theory today using rules of thumbs for them, and include them in a market with others investors that did not use those rules, but use sophisticated mechanism such as expected value instead. The contribution of the paper to the literature is to offer a unified way to model noise traders. Regularly, agent based models in finance use to different rules to model the behavior into the financial market. One for the skilled investors, and other to more naïve ones. The noise traders would be included in the second group. Our proposal is to model both groups with the same rule.
gotiate of the stock market are conduct by traders with these characteristics. So, it is import to have a good way to reproduce these individuals at our models.
Reference [1] brings us a discussion of what the noise traders are important.
From then on, this question has gain importance. The noise traders could lead the market distant from the results you should expect if the marker was efficient.
This means, if you believe the stock market is efficient, but the data did not seem to agree with you, this could be because the interference of the noise traders.
They trade so fast that the volume of the market is affect. They did not use evaluations methods, so their negotiations may drive the prices away from the fundamental price.
The noise traders are those investors that made their investment decision without a clear rule. As pointed out by [1] , if the investors had perfect rationality they would know that they should not trade on noise, or use popular models to take decisions. For us, the noise traders will be defined as the traders each open and close their positions faster. That represents in the real stock market the investors each use day-traders' strategies, or automatized their actions via algorithmic traders.
A well understanding of the behavior of the stock market is important for the police makers and for the investor. There are some strategies in applied finance which try to study the properties of the stock market, see, e.g., [2] . Here we will talk about the model that tries to simulate a stock market using agent based models. Doing so, it is possible to try different strategies of regulations, if you are thinking as a police maker, or different strategies of investments, if you are at the side of the investors. A regular way to do that would be to use an artificial stock market.
The long continue artificial stock market we have run probably is the SFIASM (Santa Fe Institute Artificial Stock Market). In this type of model a virtual stock market is created, agents negotiate with each other; the series of prices and volume emerge as results of their interactions. Reference [2] is one example of this work, to replicate the market, with investor which are rational and the noise traders; they included a simple way for noise traders to negotiate. The usual agent, representing the rational investor, which will use a structured rule to choose when to buy or sell using the expected value for the asset; while the noise trader will use some rule of thumb to choose their moves. This can replicate the series of prices and returns we see in the real market, see, e.g., [2] and [3] .
The importance of the robot traders and their impact at the market could be seem at [4] . They also suggest the robots could be used as a toll by the police makers to reduce the volatility of the stock market. For [1] , this excess of volatility present in the stock market was triggered by the noise traders. Their works also use the agent based model to study the stock market.
An alternative way to see the behavior of the investor arises with the Prospect Theory ( [5] [6] ). This is because the Prospect Theory measures gains and losses with different equations, based on real experiments which suggest real humans do behave differently when exposed to gains or losses. Compare with the beha-
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We think the prospect theory is a good choice to model financial decision.
That is because the prospect theory was developed above a different group of hypotheses than the neoclassical approach. With the prospect theory, the agent makes a probabilistic choice under risk situation. The core hypothesis of the theory is that the behavior under gains and losses is different. That will means if the value of one operation is positive the behavior will be of one kind, and if the operation turns negative, the behavior of an individual will change. In resume, the reference point, the start point, matters in this scenario.
What we do in this paper is put together the agent based model with the Prospect Theory and use one parameter present at the Prospect Theory to model agents that represents both type of investor: the noise traders; and the long-time investors.
The specific parameter which will be our interest here is that one which deal with the risk aversion of the individual. The Prospect Theory was tested in the field, their parameters were calibrated with experiments; results shown that the average individual fell their losses more than twice as their gains. That means, a typical individual is risk aversion, because losses cause more impact than the respective gain. All this teach us the reference point is import, gains or losses are relative measures, you need to have some start point to evaluate your current position. In the stock market this do exist; the start point is the price the investor pay to open their position. What we will do is study how the variety of risk aversion may influence at the behavior of the agents into the stock market and use this to calibrate our agents: as noise traders or long time investors.
The agent based model we use were presented in [7] . The model was settled in a way to simulate the disposition effect and their interaction with stop loss' rules.
This model showed capable of to replicate stylized facts, such as: clusters of volatility; volume of negotiation respond to the volatility; skewness and kurtosis of the series of returns match with the observed ones. We will describe here the core sections that will influence our goal, the code can be download at http://modelingcommons.org/account/models/712. After we present the model will be shown the results of the experiments, following by a brief conclusion of our work.
Modeling Noise Traders with Prospect Theory
We assume the agents will pursue profit and measure their utility from the Prospect Theory. That is because the agent respond to the Prospect Theory equation, i.e., the agent was program using the Equation (1) . In this way, the agents will behave between two different options, first when the agent is pursuing a gain; second, when the agent had a loss in their transaction. So, we need to look at the equation that resume the behavior in this theory ( [5] ): From there it will achieve their utility using the Equation (1). But before that, when the agent need decide what and when to buy something, the way to model it is free. For example, you may use some rule that measure the expected value of the asset or something equivalent.
In the model, we are presenting here, the agents decide when to open a position using a behavioral rule, one which was inspired from biology ( [8] ). Our agents are dispersed into a continues grid, a toroid one, with eight neighbors.
The agents sometimes will have a personal information about the market; extracted from their last operation. If the agent had bought at the previous period, that means, he has a personal information which represents buy. If it had sell, then the personal information will be that the market is getting down. If it did nothing in the previous period, the personal information of the agent will be null. This is all we need to use to apply the Equation (2) . To decide what to, buy, sell, or do nothing; when the agent has no asset, he uses the equation bellow:
( ) [7] . The next section will show the results collected from the simulations.
Results
All data utilized in this work was generated using the model presented in [7] . In Figure 1 we see the evolution of mean duration of the transactions through the different values of λ. As each simulation was run for 3000 periods, the maximum duration of one transaction must be 3000. We study values of λ between 0.1 and 3.0. For values of 1 λ < the agent is a risk taker, and their transactions was finishes quickly. The minimal value, one period, would represent the agent buy the asset and sell it in the next period. Table 1 shows us a resume of the experiment. For 3.0 λ = , e.g., the average duration of a transaction was above one thousand; that means, the agent with E. M. Silva, L. Takimoto 6/7 OALib Journal this λ made less than three transactions during the simulation. Each simulation had 3000 periods and agents with the lowest λ negotiated almost every period.
Another information which is useful to look at is the volume of negotiation.
As noted by [1] the increase in the volume of transaction is one of the characteristics of a marker with a presence of a noise trader. To check that we count all trades which occur in each simulation. It is expected the volume of negotiation could be higher at by the lowest values of λ, it is because we assume there is where the noise traders are. In Table 2 we have the results. The volume raise from twenty-four thousand, to twenty-two millions of transactions. If we normalize by the lowest volume, it is, assume 3.0 1 λ = , we see the volume for 1.0 λ is 906 bigger.
The major properties appointed by the literature could be replicated by this mechanism. The results of the simulations show it is possible increase velocity, agents traders fasters, with low value of λ. In [6] the value of λ is just define above one. We here let λ be lower than one, but even if we assume only 1 λ ≥ our conclusions may hold.
Conclusions
We think a good way to simulate noise traders' investors could be using the Prospect Theory with an adapted λ. This bring the advantaged that we can also model the non-noise traders' investors with the same rule, just with a different value for λ; rather than was made before using rules of thumbs for noise traders and more complex approach for sophisticated investors. The main contribution of this work has been to explore the possibility to model two important types of investors with the same rule of behavior. In financial models, usually the agents are divided into groups, with different sets of rules to govern their behavior. We find it is possible to mimic the investor: with long-term strategy (agents which keep their position for more them a thousand periods), and the day-trader strategy (agents which finish their position within a few periods) using the same rule.
Using a model with an ecology of λ, it is, using agents with different value of λ in a single simulation could replicate the market properties. The calibration of each proportion of λ uses, e.g., more noise traders with a few long-term investors, Also, this work only uses the Prospect Theory only when an agent has an opened position. When the agent has no assets, and need to decide whether to open a position it uses an adaptive rule to do so. In the future, this could be changed, perhaps including the Prospect Theory also at the moment to begging an operation and not only at the moment to end one.
